Computer aided procedures have been developed to derive system and circuit models to match measured responses of the reflection coefficient of microwave antennas. System models are used to study the effect of the antenna on digital signals in digital communication systems. Circuit models are used as an aid to designing the antenna and relating the antenna performance to its physical structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The most common design aid for designing microwave antenna is the Electromagnetic simulator where the physical antenna structure is simulated and its response calculated. To complete the design cycle further understanding of the antenna characteristics is required.
Since most modern communication systems are digital, a model compatible with digital system simulation would be a valuable design aid. An equivalent circuit model would help the designer relate the antenna response to the physical structure and to study the effects of varying the antenna dimensions on the response. For these reasons we have integrated CAD procedures in the antenna design cycle in order to identify both system and circuit models from either measurement or from the results of the Electromagnetic simulator. The design procedure is shown in Figure 1 . In this presentation we will concentrate on the basic principles behind the work and the results rather than the mathematical and computational details of the identification and optimisation procedures.
II. THE SYSTEM MODEL [1] This model is used to represent the antenna in the simulation of entire communication system. Since almost all modern communication systems are digital, the model has to be compatible with digital system simulation software such as Simulink. Unlike models based on equivalent electrical networks, the model does not have to obey Kirchhoff's and Ohm's laws. This makes the model more flexible and low order models can be identified for complex responses. The system identification process assumes that the response of any linear time invariant system can be represented as the ratio of two polynomials where n and m are the order of the numerator and denominator polynomials. Without loss of generality, the coefficient b 0 is set to 1 and the response is represented by the model in Figure 2 . The model can then be incorporated in the simulation of a complete digital communication system as is shown later.
The model shown is for n = m but models for n … m are easily derived The advantages of the system model are:
• It can be used n the simulation of a complete communication system. • It can handle either digital or analogue signals.
• It can be directly implemented in digital hardware.
• It is easy to increase the order of the model to fit a complicated response.
• The basic structure of the model is the same for any system and only n and m vary, hence the identification process is systematic.
However this approach has also a number of disadvantages. These are:
• The model does not readily relate to the physical structure.
• Increasing the order of the model leads to numerical inaccuracies.
• The model is not guaranteed to be stable.
III. THE CIRCUIT MODEL
The circuit model is the most popular approach in model identification. It consists of deriving an equivalent electrical circuit to realise the measured response. Examples are shown in Figure 4 for a an antenna with two radiation bands. The circuit model has the following advantages:
• It can relate directly to the physical structure • It is a help in the antenna design process.
• Stability is guaranteed if only positive circuit elements are used. The disadvantages are:
•It cannot be included in the simulation of digital communication systems.
•Each system will require a different model on an ad hoc basis.
III. PRACTICAL RESULTS
The above procedure has been applied to three different types on antennas and the results are given below. [2] This antenna was designed to be incorporated as a button in personal attire and to operate at the two WLAN bands of 2.4 GHz and 5.2 GHz which are the Blue-tooth and HiperLan frequencies. The antenna is a top loaded monopole and is shaped as a button and is easily disguised. It is less sensitive to the clothing fabric than printed patches. The antenna is shown in Figure 4 together with its S 11 which clearly shows the two operating bands.
The Button Antenna
From the modelling point of view, the antenna is easy to model as the response is not of high order. A system model was identified with n = 6 and m = 6 As shown in Figure 2 . The model was run on Simulink and the results The developed circuit model process offers the choice of including negative circuit elements to obtain the best fit to the measured response. However this may lead to an unstable model and could make the practical implementation of the model difficult. Figure 4 shows one circuit with negative elements, in the middle circuit only positive elements are allowed and in the third circuit lumped and distributed elements are allowed. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the input current for the three circuits calculated from the mathematical models and from the circuit simulator. Again good agreements are achieved. [3] The procedure was applied to more complex Multi-Band and UWB antennas with excellent results. The limited space of this presentation prevents us from reporting the results here, but they will be reported at the conference IV APPLICATION IN DIGITAL SYSTEM SIMULATION As mentioned before, the main advantage of the system model is that it can be included in the simulation of complete digital communication systems. Figure 6 shows a Simulink file for a system using MPSK with M = 8. The carrier frequency is set to 2.4 MHz which is one of the transmission bands of the Button antennas in section III above. We are mainly interested in the effect the antenna will have on the transmitted signal and consequently on the Bit Error Rate (BER) of the system. Since we have so far only modelled S 11 of the antenna, the transmitted signal was constructed from the difference between the incident and reflected signals as shown in the Simulink file. The simulation showed that the antenna causes the phases to scatter as shown in Figure 7 when we compare the constellation diagrams of the incident and transmitted signals. In this case, however, the demodulator was able to recover the digital signal correctly and the BER was zero. There are two types of models, system and circuit models. Circuit models help the initial design stage while system models predict the effect of the antenna on the performance of digital communication systems. The results match the antenna performance very well Antenna models are an important part in the antenna design cycle.
The Multi-Band and Ulra-Wide-Band Antennas

